NEWSLETTER
Friday 1 May 2020

“Remember, tomorrow is a good day, tomorrow you will maybe find everything will be much better than today.”
This was Colonel Tom Moore’s response to being asked if he could offer any hope to the nation from his own
experience of having lived through some tough times in his remarkable 100 years.

In a week where we have focused on our TRACK value of resilience, Colonel Moore is a fine example to us.
Despite difficulties, he has inspired a nation with his resilience and aspiration, raising over £30 million in the
process.
In many ways, our current world has a new set of heroes who I would say fully embrace our School TRACK values.
Our health workers, care teams and keyworkers, in providing the frontline response to the COVID crisis, have
generated new-found respect and admiration – long may this last!
I have also found myself reflecting this week on my increased respect and appreciation of all members of the
SHPPS community. The children have amazed me with their resilience and the incredible way they have tackled
home-based, largely online, schooling. It has also made me crave the day even more when we can be together
again, in the flesh. I must also say thank you to you, the parents and families involved in supporting your children
in such a new way – I thank you for your resilience. Finally, the staff have made me proud to be their Head with
all of their efforts.
We must continue to work together, doing all we can to help each other come through this tough time, looking
forward to the ‘good tomorrows’ of which Colonel Moore speaks.
Have a good weekend.
Jon Akhurst
Head
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Nursery… Fee, Fi, Fo, Fum!
Beanstalks have been popping up in gardens all
over the place this week, it must be something
to do with the rain and sunshine. Huge
cardboard creations have led to immensely
enjoyed role play and small beans have been
carefully placed ready to grow in pots and jars
as we eagerly await the first sprouting of roots,
stalks and leaves. Let’s hope we all are able to
enjoy the fruits of our labours and have some
lovely fresh beans to eat in the weeks ahead.
Elsewhere on earth, aliens have been arriving
with strange names that had to be strings of
non-words with the same initial sound like
Konky, Kanky and Tinky, Tanky, Topsy. Luckily
they all seem to be very friendly with big smiles.
Nursery children have been engaging in a lot of
counting at home this week - days of the week,
fingers and thumbs, not only in English but ‘en
français aussi.’ Having counted 10 fingers and
thumbs altogether on both hands the children
shared their 10 kindness ideas, coming up with
so many wonderful suggestions – hugs, sharing
toys, helping to set the table, Face -Timing
Granny and many more. Oscar decorated his
Kind Hands picture with colourful love hearts. It
is lovely to know that Nursery children are
taking care of their families by being so kind.

The Nursery Team
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YEAR 1
Reception...Paws,
Claws and Roars!!!
Reception children have fully embraced our weekly topic on jungle animals and created so many lovely videos
for us to see. We have seen some jungle storm clouds made in science experiments, seen some very long but
friendly phonic snakes and had the pleasure of hearing lots of children read.
We have had quite a busy week being jungle explorers!
The Reception Team
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Year 1… Roots, Shoots and Muddy Boots!

It has been another action packed week in Year 1. In maths, we have been using our knowledge of fractions to
divide our snacks and lunches into halves and quarters. “Why do we need fractions?” and “What would the
world be like without fractions?” were the hot topics in year 1 this week!
In PSHE we discussed ways in which we have shown resilience ...Charlie Hebburn completed a very complicated
puzzle!
In Science, we have continued our topic learning on roots, shoots and muddy boots. We have been thinking
about what plants need to grow strong and healthy. We created pictures of a flowering plant and labelled it.
The children have responded to questions with great sensitivity. We have
really been impressed by their responses.

The Year 1 Team
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Year 2
Year 2 children have spent the week in performance mode! Each child has learnt and performed a poem of their
choice. The expression, dramatics and creativity we have seen has really brightened up our week!
The teachers have loved seeing the artwork and collages produced to celebrate the work of Paul Nash and the
posters to show animals lifecycles. We think you must all have very well stocked craft cupboards at home! We
were delighted to hear that Jono has been watching the life cycle of butterflies at home.
Thursday found us wishing we were on the beach as we saw photos and videos of children creating fabulous
mocktails, all worthy of a 5* resort.
Miss Almeida and Mrs Webb put on their PE kits and encouraged everyone to keep fit!.
All topped off with a fabulous music quiz from Miss Forbes!

The Year 2 Team
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Art News...
This week we have seen more beautiful creations from our children. Oscar was inspired by TRACK and painted
Captain Resilience! Agastya painted a beautiful tiger and George created an exquisite collage with bees and
butterflies. Alex , Frank and Stefan have also been hugely creative this week and Gabriel made a lovely picture
using Silly String!

Wilbur had to copy the top picture
in any medium. He noticed the
ocean was full of WWII planes and
boat parts and decided he would
print off pictures of planes and
boats and then tear them up to get
the parts disconnected. He then
glued them into place. He printed
a moon and a big rusty plane wing
to make the island and a sand dune
to add to the beach which he thinks
is a large rusty plane wing in the
original painting. He also used a
white pastel to replicate the white
lines in the orginal painting.
He called his version the
Catastrophe. In creating this piece
Wilbur has been able to talk about
the war, and express his feelings
about a very sad time. We think his
interpretation is beautiful.
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Sports News...
Benji is getting his daily exercise on his bike, Charlie has been running
on the treadmill and Ivy and Rufus have been joining in with Joe Wicks!

Pets and Hobbies...
Here’s Jack doing the same jigsaw as Mr Akhurst was struggling with last week in Assembly!
Felix is helping to train his dogs Hardy and Hazel. Hazel is just 12 weeks old but is learning very quickly.
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Health and Wellbeing...
We all need to look after ourselves while we are waiting to go back to school. We have been inspired this week
by some of the lovely ways that our children have found to relax and recharge! Harley has been meditating like a
Superhero and Frank has also been meditating at home. Theo has been climbing trees and Charlie and Zach have
been spending time in nature too. What have you been doing to relax?
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Cookery News...
Wow. We have seen some more fabulous cooking from our children this week. Jeevan and Shree have made
Mrs Webb’s banana muffin recipe and added cocoa powder and extra chocolate to it! Danny’s dad is an
amazing cook and Danny is learning to be just like him. Benji made a delicious chicken curry, Mylan some
fantastic Paws Patrol cupcakes and William made some amazing bread. And Frank fired up the Barbie!!
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Wilbur’s Nature Quiz...
Here are some of the flowers Wilbur observed on his Sunday
walk last week on a track near his house which goes past
countryside and horse farms.
Wilbur is only familiar with the dandelion flower and he is
wondering if his friends can help him give these other flowers
names please? Mrs Newman has kindly
stepped in and supplied the answers
which are on the next page!
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YEAR 1 News...
Gardening
This week, Julian played his sweet pea seedlings a song
on his electric guitar, “to help them to grow” and
Agastya helped his daddy in the garden.
Here is a photo of Nathanael with his sunflowers. He has
some taller ones in his greenhouse! During lockdown
he and his mummy have been raising a vegetable garden
and they are growing spinach, beetroot, runner beans
and courgettes.
They have also discovered that they have a hedgehog
living in their garden but haven’t been able to take a
photo yet!

The names of the plants in Wilbur’s Quiz are:
Top row left to right - Forget Me Nots (Mysotis for a bonus point),
Hawthorn, Nettle, Horse Chestnut -flower candles
Bottom row left to right - Garlic Mustard, Bluebells, Dandelions,
Dead Nettles
There is a great app which I would recommend, called iNaturalist which helps to identify plants and a great way to share your
findings/details with others and scientists, contributing to
protecting the environment.
I used this to identify the Garlic Mustard!
Mrs Newman
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Your AMAZING Achievements...We are SO proud of you!!

Joshua and his daddy completed a 1000 piece jigsaw puzzle!
Cam B has learnt to ride a bike and so has Zac B!
Nathanael is riding without stabilisers too!
Alex climbed a tree higher than ever before!
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And Finally, Happy Birthday to...

Happy Birthday to Aydin, who
turned 6 and celebrated with
a lovely football field cake
made by his mummy and
Zayn!

Follow us on Twitter...

If you aren’t already following us
on Twitter our handle is
@shspreprep and we regularly
update the account with news on
the exciting activities in which the
children are taking part.
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